Your cocktail of
choice could be the
key to your signature
fragrance – so why
not match your scent
to what you sip?
SIP
SIP
SPRAY

Boss Ma Vie Pour Femme, from £35

Hello, garden party in a glass! A
pink ﬂoral bouquet of freesia,
jasmine and rose make up the
heart of this cocktail’s fragrance
twin. Cactus blossom adds
freshness – just as vodka adds
crispness to the Martini. Save
this combo for date night.
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Guerlain Aqua Allegoria
Limon Verde, from £42

We’re drunk in love with this
fragrance’s sparkly lime and sweet
cane sugar contrast. Perfumer
Thierry Wasser took direct
inspiration from the caipirinha – a
thirst-quenching sweet ’n’ citrus
Brazilian beverage, best enjoyed
beneath lemon trees on the banks of
the Amazon. Or in your local
cocktail bar. Whatevs. ›
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Vera Wang Princess Power, from £34

SIP
SPRAY

Malin + Goetz Dark Rum, £110
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So you’re a rum kinda girl, eh?
This fragrance is an ode to the
dark stuff, with a hint of orangeysmelling bergamot – a nice nod
to the Curaçao liqueur in a Mai
Tai. Base notes of plum, amber
and patchouli sweeten things up
as the top notes evaporate, just
like the lovely brown sugar that
sinks to the bottom of this tipple.
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If you’re partial to berry-laced
Prosecco (and who isn’t?), you’ll
love the sparkling notes of pear,
apricot blossom and raspberry that
head up this party-girl perfume.
Hic! Seductive notes of vanilla and
creamy musk will linger on your
skin long after last orders. �

